Phys. 15,195 (1977 ciencies. We report here observations of the movement of single E. coli RNA polymerase molecules along DNA templates. The measurements were made with a microscopebased optical trapping interferometer (9) . Calibrated forces were applied in the direction opposing translocation by the polymerase to a small spherical particle (a polystyrene bead) attached to the DNA, while the position of the particle was simultaneously measured. When a sufficiently high force was applied, movement by the enzyme could be stalled, in many cases reversibly. Our results show that this nucleic acid polymerase is a powerful biological motor that can exert considerable force and may operate with energy conversion efficiencies comparable to those of prototypical mechanoenzymes, such as myosin and kinesin.
We conducted experiments using an assay developed (6, 7) to study transcriptional elongation by single molecules of E. coli RNA polymerase in vitro (10) . Ternary transcription complexes consisting of single molecules of RNA polymerase associated with a DNA template and a nascent RNA transcript were assembled in solution, halted by NTP depletion, and adsorbed onto the cover glass surface of a microscope flow cell. Polystyrene beads (0.52 ,um in diameter) were attached to the transcriptionally downstream ends of the DNA molecules so that each bead became tethered to the surface by its connection through the DNA and the polymerase. When supplied with NTPs, up to half of the immobilized transcription complexes are enzymatically active; bead-labeled complexes display elongation kinetics indistinguishable from those of unlabeled complexes in solution (6, 7) . In a typical experiment, a transcription complex was first located by video-enhanced, differential interference contrast light microscopy. The complex was identified visually by the Brownian motion of the bead, which was constrained by the length of its DNA tether to a small region centered over the attachment position of the polymerase (6, 7). For the studies described here, the microscope was equipped with an optical trapping interferometer ("optical tweezers" plus a position sensor) that could exert calibrated forces up to --100 pN on a bead while simultaneously measuring its displacement with subnanometer precision and millisecond time resolution (9, 11) . With the laser light shuttered, the optical trap was moved to the region near the bead. The shutter was then opened to activate the trap, and the bead was captured. By adjusting the trap controls, we positioned the center of the bead directly over the polymerase, typically at a height of -590 nm above the cover glass surface (this particular height was chosen to bring the bead as close as possible to the surface without the risk of touching during subsequent measurements). We then repositioned the trap by moving it at a constant height along the direction of greatest detector sensitivity [the direction defined by the shear axis of the Wollaston prism; see (9, 12) ] until the DNA straightened and was held under very light tension, with the bead displaced just 30 to 70 nm from the trap center (Fig. IA) .
We started transcriptional elongation of bead-labeled complexes by exchanging the buffer inside the flow cell with one containing NTPs. In most experiments, elongation was begun immediately before establishment of the initial configuration just described. During elongation, the template was pulled by the stationary polymerase molecule, developing further tension in the DNA between the bead and the polymerase and drawing the bead away from the trap center ( During control experiments in which no NTPs were added, beads remained at an approximately fixed distance from the trap center. Slight changes seen in the interferometer signal (mean rate -0.3 nm s-I toward the center of the trap) were attributable to instrumental drift.
In elongation experiments using high concentrations of NTPs (1 mM each of adenosine triphosphate, guanosine triphosphate, cytidine 5'-triphosphate, and uridine 5'-triphosphate), 1 ,uM PPi, and low trapping force (laser power at specimen, 25 mW; trap stiffness oLtrap' --0.03 pN nm-1) (14), we observed continuous movement of beads out to the limit of the usable range of the trap, located roughly 200 nm from the trap center. Once a bead reached this limit, the trap was manually repositioned to bring the bead closer to the trap center so that observation could continue ( Fig. 2A) . In five of seven elongating complexes studied in this way, beads moved continuously to the limit without stopping, moving at similar velocities after the trap was repositioned. (One complex stopped and failed to restart; another stopped for --18 s and then continued elongation to the trap limit.) The bead velocity, 4.3 ? 1.3 nm -(mean ? SD) (15) , was comparable to elongation rates measured under similar conditions in solution (4.4 to 6.8 nm s-1) (6) and in previous microscope experiments (4.2 ? 1.7 nm s-1) (7).
Different behavior was observed when higher trapping forces were used (laser power at specimen, 82 to 107 mW; cotrap) -0.09 to 0.12 pN nm-1). In this regime, 66 of 77 elongating complexes (86%) stopped translocating (stalled) once the bead encountered the high-force region of the trap (Fig. 2 , B and C) (16, 17) . To test whether stalling was reversible, we maintained the bead at stall, typically for 10 to 15 s, then repositioned the trap center closer to the bead, reducing Ftrap
After force reduction, 24 of the 66 stalled complexes resumed movement, and some complexes could even be stalled multiple times this way (Fig. 2C) . After recovery from stall, the velocity of bead movement in the low-force region of the trap was similar to that A configuraon Bead __Equilibrium proach to Fstall (for example, the third stall in Fig. 2C ), whereas in other cases movement continued at nearly constant velocity, slowing abruptly close to Fstall (for example, the first and second stalls in Fig. 2C ). Transcription complexes display differing biochemical properties depending on the nucleotide sequence of the DNA to which they are bound (21). Abrupt reversible stalling may correspond to the arrival of the enzyme at a template position for which Fstall is somewhat lower than that of the preceding positions, producing rapid arrest. This interpretation also could explain why Fstall values determined for multiple stalls of a single complex often differed by more than the experimental uncertainty in measurement (22). It is tempting to speculate that some sites of abrupt stalling might correspond to DNA sequences that trigger cycles of discontinuous elongation (2, 3) or "jumping." At such sequences, a portion of the RNA polymerase molecule may, during a single nucleotide addition cycle, move along the DNA by -1O bp, an axial distance of -3.4 nm (23). These large movements of the enzyme would be expected, all else being equal, to give stall forces significantly lower than those of single base pair movements, because the free energy available from nucleotide addition would be applied over a larger distance. Nucleotide sequence effects on behavior under mechanical load could be studied in future experiments through the use of DNA templates containing homopolymer tracts or direct repeats.
The distributions of Fstall values were obtained at 1 mM NTPs with 1 FxM PPi. (Fig. 3A) to generate a global distribution with mean Fstall = 12.3 + 3.5 pN (rn = 24) for all reversible stalls. We previously found that single immobilized transcription complexes exhibit a range of velocities (7). Such heterogeneity among complexes may also contribute to the width of Fstall distributions. The polymerase is fixed to the glass at random and presumably is not free to rotate. Different spatial orientations of the polymerase with respect to the direction of the applied force might also cause Fstall to vary from molecule to molecule. A small fraction of the complexes did not stall before reaching the limit of the usable range of the trap (Fig. 3B) . The assumption that these complexes would stall at a force larger than the maximum measurable force at the laser power used yields a lower limit estimate of 13.6 pN for the mean reversible Fstall (25). Despite systematic instrumentation errors for these measurements estimated at -30% (22), the Fstall values for single RNA polymerase molecules are clearly much larger than are forces previously measured for single molecules of other mechanoenzymes: up to 6 pN for kinesin (26) and 3 to 5 pN for myosin (27). The efficiency of chemomechanical energy conversion in RNA polymerase may be defined as the fraction of the total free energy change of the chemical RNA polymerization reaction (AG'poilym) that the enzyme expends to perform mechanical work against an external load. Thermodynamically reversible motors are most efficient as they approach the point of stalling. The free energy available from the chemical reaction varies with the PPi-to-NTP concentration ratio because these are the product and Nucleic acid polymerases carry out biosynthetic reactions and are not ordinarily classified as mechanoenzymes. Nevertheless, our results indicate that individual molecules of E. coli RNA polymerase exert forces and operate with energy conversion efficiencies that are similar to those of prototypical mechanoenzymes, whose specialized function is to generate biologically useful force and motion. Inside living cells, interactions between transcription complexes and cellular structures or DNA-bound proteins create substantial forces that oppose the translocation of polymerases relative to DNA (4, 5) . For example, to function in opposition to loads imposed by transcription-induced supercoiling of plasmid DNA in vivo, E. coli RNA polymerase must generate forces' estimated at -6 pN (30). Forces of this magnitude are sufficient, for example, to stall solitary molecules of kinesin or myosin, but are nonetheless smaller than the forces achieved by RNA polymerase molecules in vitro. We anticipate that further development of optical measurements on single transcription complexes will allow detailed characterization of the multiple mechanical processes (2, 3, 23) by which RNA polymerase moves along DNA. 10 . Sample preparation methods, buffers, and reaction conditions were the same as those used previously (7), except that disodium pyrophosphate (Sigma) was added at the specified concentration together with the NTPs, and 0.52-jim-diameter carboxylated polystyrene beads (Polysciences, Warrington, PA) were used in place of 0.226-p.m beads. DNA template no. 5 (6), which contains the strong T7 Al promoter followed by 3908 downstream base pairs, was used in all experiments. Transcription complex surface density was measured and controlled as in (7), so that each bead had a probability ?0.20 of being attached to more than one transcription complex. DNA is linked to the cover slip) could be used to simultaneously measure both the force and velocity generated by the polymnerase, as has been done for kinesin (11) . A complication of this approach is the fact that otc has a time-varying component, due to the changing length of the DNA tether.
14. We calibrated trap stiffness ((xtrap) using free beads, either by measuring the power spectrum of the Brownian motion or by measuring the bead displacement from the trap center produced by viscous drag forces (9, 11, 12) . Stiffnesses obtained with the use of these two methods differed by <10% for excursions below half the usable detector range (<100 nm). For larger excursions, the drag force method was used exclusively. Calibration was accomplished in two stages. First, the relation between digitized interferometer output voltage and true displacement (in nanometers) was established as described previously (9) . Second, the relation between trapping force (in piconewtons) and displacement (in nanometers) was determined by the drag force method, with viscous forces being corrected for the proximity of the cover glass surface (12) . The two data sets were then combined. In contrast to the case of silica particles (11), the force-displacement relation for polystyrene beads has significant nonlinearities in the outermost part of the trap; therefore, calibration data out to 150 nm were fit by a fifth-order polynomial to extrapolate interferometer signals into the region between 150 nm and -200 nm. This procedure may miscalculate the actual force produced in the region beyond 150 nm; however, exclusion from the analysis of data taken in this region did not significantly alter the mean stall forces reported here. The estimated force at 200 nm displacement was taken to be the largest measurable force at a given laser power. 22. Stall force measurements are subject to systematic errors, which we attempted to estimate. The two primary sources of error have opposing effects and arise from the fact that the bead motion is not strictly parallel to the cover glass surface but has a vertical component. During elongation, beads experience a force directed downward at an angle 0, where 0 is the angle between the DNA and the cover glass (Fig.  1 C) . This angle varies continuously during the course of an experiment as the DNA tether shortens. Neglect of the downward force component will cause underestimation of the actual force produced by the polymerase by a factor (cosO). The minimal DNA tether length at stall was estimated by video analysis of the bead Brownian motion (7) with the trap shuttered. The tether length was > 1 915 bp (651 nm) in all experiments, corresponding to 0 < 41 ?. This geometrical consideration alone would lead to a value for FstaI1 that underestimates the applied force by a variable amount up to -24%. A second source of systematic error, which has the opposite sign, arises from the fact that the interferometer is most sensitive to motion in the plane of the laser beam waist and along the Wollaston shear direction. Polystyrene spheres are initially trapped at a point slightly above the position of the true beam waist (Fig. 1 B) , and the downward force component acting along the DNA has the effect of carrying the bead into the region of greater detector sensitivity (in contrast, viscous drag calibration experiments, in which purely horizontal forces are generated, are not subject to this artifact). This leads to an overestimate of the distance moved, hence to an overestimate of the force FstaI1. We estimated the magnitude of this effect at 26% or less, based on experiments in which beads fixed to a cover glass were moved in the specimen plane through the detector at various heights relative to the laser beam waist (24). Yet other uncertainties arise because the trap stiffness, hence the restoring force, varies with height, the trap being weaker in the v'ertical direction than in the horizontal direction. Given these various
